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ABSTRACT
Contelporary and later reports on the Hiwaiian earthquakes 01 late June 1948 indicate
that the lost significant earthquake of the periDd occurred at 10:41 IHST, equivalent to
11:41 &"TI on 28 June. Thl highest intensititl of thil earthquake .ere 00 Oahu--those at
Honolulu averaging VI on tht ~dified "ercalli scale and reaching VII on Tantalus and in
Iwilei. Its intensity distribution suggests that the earthquake had a Richter aagnitude of
4.8+/-0.5, an epicenter within 50 k. of 21.2° H, 157.90° W(just offshore lrol Honolulul, and
a focal depth of less than 20 kl and probably only about 5 kl. Considering its intensity
distribution and probable epicenteral location, it is appropriately identified as the Oahu
earthquake of 1948.
The earthquake .ay have been preceded by an unfelt foreshock at about 01:38 and lollo_,d
by an aftershock felt in Honolulu at about 01.51. Aquake felt on Oahu at 19:32 on 17
January 1948 lay have been an additional foreshock.
The elti.ated epicent.r of the principal shock falls on the trend of the hypothetl~aI
Dialond Head fault, whose existence ~al originally sU99t5ted on the basis of the aligncent of
seVtn earthquakes occurlng the the period frol 1962 through 1977, THO lore earthquakes
occurring in 1981 had epicenters on the fault lintj and two occurring in 1976 probably did.
As .any as 31 earthquakes felt on Oahu in the period frol 1859 through 1983, including the
June 194B earthquake and its possible January foreshock and June aftershock, originated, or
light have originated, on the hypothetical fault.
Although there is cllarly a preferential distribution of earthquake epicenters along the
hypothetical fault zone. tht preference is no grlater than that along sale other zones in the
general aria that have not been identified as faultsl th.re is no other geological or
geophysical evidence of the existence of the fault, and only very slight bathyaetric
evidence. Neither the frequency distribution of the lagnitudes of the earthquakes that
originated or light have originated on the trend of the hypothetlcal fault nor the frequency
distribution of the Honolulu intensities of those earthquakes suggest the existence of a
seis.ic gap along that trlnd.
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INTRODUCTION
Along historic earthquakes, that occurring on 28 June 1948 probably had the second highest int&nsities on
Oahu. The highest intensities Nere those of an earthquake center&d at or near Lanai that occurr&c in February
IB71. That earlier earthquake and the Ju~e 1948 &arthquake arB obviously of special Interest in th&
inv&stigatlon by a Task Force that has been established by the Natural Hazards Group of the University of
Hawaii lo invesllgate the question of the seismic rilk lone to Nhich Oahu should be assigned. ThiS report on
the June 1948 earthquake and shockl asssociated with it has been prepared as a contribution to that
inv&sti galion.
The OahU inl&nsities of historic earthquakes in general will be the subject of a separate report (Cox, in
press aI, and a special r&port on the lanai earthquake of 1871 hal already been prepared (Cox, 1985a), The
pr&paration of another special report on the June 1948 earthquak& and shocks alsociated with it i5 sti.ulattd,
not only by its high Oahu intensili&l, but by the fact that, although they occurred just OV&r a quarter of a
century ago .hen there were seisaographs on both Oahu and Ha.aii, there are inconsistencies in the reported
nu.bers and tiles of the shocks and in the epicentral location of the principal shock, and the aagnitude of
the principal shock IrelS nol to have been estilated.
In the stUdy reported here, the principal concern was Nith the intensity distribution of the &arthquakR
and, particularly, with its intensities on Oahu. ~lthough ~tilltes of lhe epicentral localion and ~agnitude
of the earthquake are presented in the report, these are based on itl intensity alstribution. No atteept was
lade in the sludy to obtain and analyze copies of the leislographic records of the &arthquake.
The extension of the study to includ& the possible Dialand Head fault l whose eKist&nc! was firlt
suggested by furUloto el al. 119801 resulted frol notice that the epicenter of lhe l~48 earthquake, as
estieated in the study, was on th& trend of the fault.
Sources of inforaation on the earthquake
The principal Source5 of inforeation as to the effects of the 1948 earthquake on whose basi5 its
intensiliRI lay be esti.ated are the two contemporary Honolulu newspapers, lh& Honolulu Ad~!rliser and thl
Honolulu Star~Bulletin, for brevity, the abbreviationl Ad~ertiser or Adv. and ~tar-Bulletin Dr 5B,
re5pecti~elYI and the day and lonth of ilsue .ithout the year, are UI&d at places in th& follOMing t&xt and in
tables in citing these sources.
Coverage givifi in the Honolulu newspapers to the Hawaiian earthquak&1 of late June 1948 .as at least
equalled by their coverage of a lajor earthquake that had occurred in Japan a few days earlier than the
principal HaMaiian quake, and of the aftershock5 of the Japanese earthquak&.
There Mere at the tile of the June 1948 tarthquake tNo leislological obltrvatori&s in Hawaii: the
Honolulu "agn&tic Observatory (H"OI of the U, 5. Coast and Geodetic Survey leGS) at Barbers Point, OahU; and
the Hawaiian Volcano Dbs&rvatory IHVOl at Kilauea Volcano, Hawaii. Information on the quake elanating froe
these observatories appeared in a seislological note published in the Bullelin ~f the Seislological Society of
Alerica /asSAl (Anon l 1948), in the Volcano Letter published by the HVO (FinCh, 1~48J, and in the issue of
United States Earlhquakes for 1948 pUblilhed by the eG5 (Kurphy and Ulrich, 19511.
The occurrence of the earthquake has been noted in a list oi earthquakes of inlerest 0/1 DaRb cOlpil&d by
S, A. "acdonald (Iqb~?), in a hislory of Hi.aiian earthquakRi IFuruaoto ~~I 1973) and in co.~ent5 on that
history (Hacdonald, 1973), in a further review by Furuloto et al. 119801, and in the £arth9uake_Histor~!
~.nited 5tatel (Cofhan ~L.!l.!., 1982).
Earthquake intensitle~
The ~odified "ercalli I"") scale of earthquake intensities CTable I) is userl in this report. The
Intensity estimates are presented in t~o forls:
i) Integer values in the 12-valued. discrete-slep original version of the KK scale of 1931 (Wood and
Newlann, 19JII or the version of 1956 (Richler t 1958)1 indicated , as conventionally, by rOiao numeralsj and
ii) Values 1n a continuous-scale equivalent, indicated by arabic nu.era)s with de(l~als (C~x, t985Dl,
At the outer boundary of conventionally Aapped "iso-intensity' zones:
I' = 1 - 0.5
where I ~ conventional (integer-valued) intenSity
l' =Intensity in continuous-scale equivalent
Places
The locations of places on Oahu where the 1948 earthquake was reported felt are shown in the location
laps for the island and for Honolulu (Figures I and 2),
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Ta~l! 1. "odified Kercalli Scale of 1~31, 195b abridged version'
L Not felt. Marginal and long-period effects of large earthquakes.
n. Felt by persons at res t, t)ll upper floors, or favorably placed.
01. Felt Indoors. Hanging objects swing. Vibration like passing of light trucks. Duration
EI!Itlm ated. Ma.y not be reco[fli zed as an earthQuake.
IV. Hanging objects swing. Vibration like passing of heavy trucks; or sensation of 8 jolt liI<"
a heavy ball striking the walls. Standing motor cars rock. Windows, dIshes, doors rattie.
Glasses clink. Crockery clllShes. In the upper range of IV wooden walls and frame creak.
V. Felt outdoors; direction estimated. Sleepers wakened. Liquids disturbed, some spilled.
Small unstable objects dLc;plllced or upset. Doors swing, closc, open. Shutten, pictures
move. Pendul,lm clocks stop, start, ehAngc rate.
Vt. Felt by all. ~ll:lny frightened And run outdoors. PeI'SOM walk unsteadily. Windows,
dlshec;, glasswArc hroken. KnIckknacks, books, etc., off s !leI V('S. Pictures off walls.
Furniture moved or overturned. Weak plaster and masonry D· crackf'd. SmAll bdls ring
(church, school). Trecs, bushes. shaken (\'isibly, or heard to rusllt--GFR).
VB. Difficult to stAnd. Noticed by drivers of motor cars. flanKing objects quivp.r. Furniture
broken. Damat-":'c to mtlsonry n, inl"!lIdhR' C'racks. \OJ!'n\( l'him!li~Ys br"ken at r.)of line.
Fa.ll of plliSlcl', !()('><;t' : .ri('~:;., ,.t071e" til es. carni ces (also unbrl1ceG parapet.Ii and
archi teet ural ornsln ellts-C'FIi 1. Some ~racks in masonry C. Waves on pOllds: wat er
turbid with mud. Small .~Iides and ~Aving in along sand or grav!!l bank.,>. Large bells ring.
Concret e Irri go t ion dttcohes do In aged.
vm. Steering of motor CM'i I\tfe<.'t~(t. DamaJ.;e to masonry C; partial collapse. Som(~ damage
to masonry Bj none to masonry A. Fall of stucco and some mEl~onry walls. Twisting, faU
or chimneys, factory stacks, monuments, towers, elevated tankS. Frame houses moved
on foundations if not boltel~ down; 100000e pMel walls thrown out. Dec-ayed piling bl'oken
otr. Branches broken from tree!. Changes In flow or temperature of sprin~ and wells.
Cracks in wet ground and on steep slopes.
IX. General panic. Masonry D destroyed; masonry C heavily damaged, somdimes WIth
complete collapsei masonry B seriously damaged. (General damage to foundatlOns-
CFR). Prame structures, if not bolted, shifted off foundations. Frames racked. Serious
damage to reservoirs. Underground pipes broken. Conspicuous cracks in ground. In
a1luvlated areas sand and mud ejected, earthquake fountains, sand craters.
X. Most masonry and frame structures destroyed with their foundations. Some weU-built
wooden structures and bridges destroyed. Serious damage to dams, dikes, embankments.
Large landslides. Water thrown on banks at canal", rivers, lakes, etc. Sa71d and mud
shifted horizontally on beaches and fiat land. Rails bent slightly.
XI. RaUs bent greatly. Underground pipelines completely qut of service.
XD. Damage nearly totaL Large rocok masses displaced. Line-; of sight and level distorted.
Objects thrown into the air.
Masonry types:
A. Good workmanship, mortar, and desi~i reinforced, espcl!ially IllteraJly, and bound
together by using stecl, concrete, etc.; designed to resist l&teral forces.
B. Good workmanship and mortar; reinforced, but not designed in detail to resi~t lateral
lorces.
C. Ordi nary workrlli\n<;hip and nlortarj no l:'xtreme weakn<:sses Ii ke failinq- to tie in at
corners, ~JlIt neither reinforced nor t1esiglled against horizontp.l forc~.
D. Wellk m8terial-~, ~uch Il'l arloocj poor morltir; hw stl:lnrtarrts of workmanship; weak
horizonta ilv.
i
----------
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Figure 1. Location map, places on Oahu.
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Figure 2. Location map, places in Honolulu.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE 1948 EARTHQUAKE
AND ITS ASSOCIATED SHOCKS
NUlber, dates. and tiDes of shocks
Shocks of 26-28 June
T~e reported dates and tiles of HaMaiian earthquakes occurring froD the 26th through the 28th of June,
1948. are listed in Table 2, together Nith notes on their reported sources, character\ and effect~.
Although the occurrence of • quake on 26 June WI& reported in three source&, the third (Kacdonald ,
19607l, cited the first and second, and the report in the second Itl. S. Earthquakes,~urphy and UlrIch, 1951)
was probably derived froll the first, the Volcano Letter (Finch, 194Bl. It should be noted ttlat the ti,e of
the quake of 28 June attributed to Finch by both the Star-Bulletin and the Adverti~ is exactly the sale {if
that reported in the AdvertiSIr il corrected froo Pi, to am. and rounded to the nearest tinutel as that
reported by Finch in the Volcano Letter. It should al&o be noted that there is no entry in the ~lcano_Lett~
record that corresponds to the tile of t~t ~ain quake of 28 June. It seels inescapable that the reports of a
quake on 26 June result froD the erroneou& substitution of 26 for 28 in the Volcano Letter.
The tile of 0(:41:11 reported in the Advertiser for the quake of 28 June probably represents the time of
the beginning of the .ain Ihock a. recorded at HKO. This tile and that reported for the observation of the
earthquake on Kolokai ISBl are probably closer to the origin tile of the earthquake than the tile it was
recorded at HVO. The time of OIIJB, although identified In U. S. Earthquakes as that of the lain &hock, is
described in the seiliological note in the BSSA as that of the biginning of a series of shocks. The reports
lay be reconcjled if it is alsuted that the .ain &hock, originating at 01:41 1 was preceded by a loreshock
originating at 01.38.
There is no infor.ation either confir.ing or refuting the report in the Star-Bulletin that an aftershock
.as felt in Honolulu 10 linute& after tne main shock lie. at OI:SII unless, possibly, the very feeble quake
reported as recorded at HVO at (0151 actually occurred at 01:51. No quakes other than the principal shock and
the aftershock of OI:S( Mere reported felt anywhere on 28 June, and the aftershork was not reported fell on
any island other than Oahu.
Possible forlshoct on 17 January
What nay have been a foreshock of the 28 June earthquake was a disturbance occurring b lonths earlier 1 on
17 January 1948 at about 19:32. According to the Adverti&er 118 Janl, which described it as "what "as
believld to be a light earthquake (that] shook portions of Honolulu", it was recorded on a Weather Bureau
barograph. However, lhe seislogra~s of the H"O lat Barbers Point) had not been read when the newspaper went
to preSSj neither niwspaper mentioned the quake later; the quake "as not reporteo In ~~_~~-E~thguakesi ano
the only quake reported for 17 January in the Volcano Letter was a feeble one at 09:50 centerld near the
Hilina ~ali on Hawaii.
If the disturbance was a natural earthquake, it presulallly originated near Honolulu. The reason for
aSlociating it with the June earthquake "ill becole apparent.
htl tited_!!!..centr.!l.J ocatl ~.!L!M....0ahJLi !!.ten!.i..!1
of principal shock
The dis,antling of the H~ 5elslograph& at Barbers Point I~dv, 29 Jun), apparently very soon afler the
b~inning of the .ain shock, undoubtedly contributed to uncertainty wnether the earthquake's epicenler was
located closer to "olokai or to Oahu.
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Tabl~ 2, Dates, tiles, origin" and characteristics
reported lor Ha.aii.n earthquakes, 26-28 June 1948
Day Jile, NSf Origin Character and eflects Notes References
_________ w ___________________ .- ___________ • _____ ~_
----- ----------
26 vI: 42 Under Oahu 51 ight at HVO 6, 7, 8
28 Elflcts in Honolulu 9
28 01:38 IIoi0kai vicinity Beginning of series
of quakes 5
28 01:38 Kajar .ffects on Oahu 1
28 01:38 Oahu 10
28 01:41: 11 (Recorded at H"O?) 2
28 01142 "olokai vicinity Re<orded at HYO a 3
28 01:51 Felt in Honolulu b 6
28 10:51 Very feeble at HVO 4
28 13:42124 Off Oahu Recorded at HVO c 3
28 01:41 Felt on Holohi
Notes: a' Origin 125 to 250 liles frol HVO
b. Tile about 10 lin. after lain shock
c. Origin 150 liles frOI HVO, probably under water
Referencesl I. Star-Bulletin (2B Jun), ipparently from HMO
2. Star-&ulletin (28 Jun), attributPd to R. H. Finch, HVO
3. Star Bulhtin 128 JUfI)
4. Advertiser C29 Jun). attributed to R. H. finch. HVO
5. Seislological note (Anon., 1948)
6. Volcano L~tter IFinch t 1948)
7. U, S. Earthquakes (Kurphy Ind Ulrich, 1950)
e, Kacdonald (1960?) notes. citing refs. 5 and 7
9. Furuooto ~t d. (1973), citing ref. 7
10. Ear tbquah Hi story of U. S. (CoHlin et a1. I 1982, cHi ng
ref. 7
The BSSA (Anon, 1948) reported that the shock .as "apparently centered near the illand
of Kolokai. but no aajor da.age Mas reported there·. furuloto~ (1973) considered, froa
the HVa reports, that the epicenter Mal probably in the Kalohi Channel betMeen "olokai and
lanai, _here they plotted the Iylbol for a quake with a Richter laqnitude bet~een 4.0 In~ 4.9
that probably represented the 19~B earthquake. HOMever, recognizing that the effects of the
quake Mere far les5 severe on "olotai than on Oahu, furuloto et al~ (1980) considered that
the epicenter Mas on or very near Oahu, and they referred to it as an Oahu earthquake.
The latter authors (Furuloto et al' l 1980) eltilated the Oahu intensity of the principal
shock as "" YI.
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EFfECTS Of THE 1948 EARTHQUAKE
AND ASSOCIATED SHOCKS
Possible January forelhock
Regarding the possible forelhoc~ that occurred on 17 January at about 19:32, thl
Advertiler reported:
Hundreds of phone calls to police and the Advertiler ~re .ade by startled residentl, sale of
_hOI feared the trelors liQhl have been the resultl of an explosion•••
The shock .as particularly evident in the upper elevations of the city. Residentl 0'
upper "anoa, St. Louil Heights and Nilhellina Rise reported furniture shaken and windOMs
rattled.
Principal shock
In Honolulu
The lost important effects of the .ain shock Mere those io Honolulu.
According to the Star-Bulletin <28 Junl I lost residents 00 Oahu were a~akened by the shock and "many of
the. scurried into the street,". According to the Advertiser 129 Junl, the 'peaceful slumber of thousands of
Honolulans •• ,was rudely disturbed••• They fled frol their apartlents and hOles •.• in their nightclothes·.
HOIever, the Star-Bulletin 129 Junl added: "A I~ persons adaitted, with so~e e~barrass.ent, that they had
slept right through the earthquake'.
The earthquake caused no serious injuries to people, although one Ian in the bathrool of a Kalihi hotel
frightened by the earthquake, fainted and had to be treated IS9, 2S Junl. The lack of injuries was so notable
that the Star-Bulletin 129 Junl reported the death of a goldfish in an aquariul
Plaster cracks were reported in at least 20 Honolulu buildings lAdy, 29 Junl, Dacages reported to
specific dovntoMn bUildings and their contents are list~ in Table 3. The 'other damages indicat~d in the
table Mere as folloNI:
Davies building: Four larQe plate~glass windoNs broken lAdy, 29 Jun),
Alexander. Baldwin buildinQ: SOle fluore6eent la~pi displaced frol their sockets (S8, 28 Jun)i
"clnerny building: One windOM cracked (Ady, 29 Junl;
Judiciary buildingl Books in law library throNn frol shelyes to the floorj
Aloha tOMerl large clock stopped ISB, 28 Junl.
The largest 1051 reported, f40,000, Mas that at Tripier Hospital, then nearing completion (SB, 29 Junl.
Although there Nere 50le windoNs cracked, lost of the daaage there was in the for. of plaster cracks around
doorl or windows or at building joints designed to perlit differential lotion during earthquakes IAdv, 29 Junj
S8 29 Junl. There was evidence of nearly 2 inches of lotion on sOle of these joints IS8. 29 Junl.
The only other losl reported in econOGie terls MiS $10,000 damage at the Alerican Can CD. office and
warehouse in Iwilei. This damage included cracks in the reinforc~ coocrete Malls around the elevator shaft
and stairwlY in the officp building and in the concrete-slab roof of the warehousi, and broken windoNs caused
by 'pring!ng of thtir steel sashes (S8, 29 Junl.
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Table 3. Dalage fro. 1984 earthquake to Ipeciflc downtown Honolulu
buildings and their contents.
Bui! ding Locati on Daug@ References
(a) (b) (e)
--..-.-------------- ------------~-------------------- ----------
Young Bishop, Hotel to King SE C Adv
Bi shllfl Bank Bishop, King to Kerchanl SE C S8, Adv
Thea. II. Davies BishoPI "erchant to Queen SE CID S8 1 Adv
Dillinghal Transport Bishop. Queen to Halekauwila SE C SB I Ad\'
Bi ihop Trust Bishop & ~ing, W C SDI Adv
CasU e L Cooh Bishop ~ "erchant, N C S8, Adv
Alexander &Baldwin Bishop, "erchant to Queen ~W C,O Adv
Star-Bull etin Herchant, betM. Bishop L fort SW C Adv
Iklnerny fort ~ King, S C.O ???
Cunha C 58, Adv
Hocki ng C 58, Adv
Waite C S8 1 Adv
Aloha TOller foot of Fort 0
lolani Palace Hotel to King, likelike to Richards C Adv
Judiciary King and "ililani S C ???
Terr itor ial Off ice King &Punchbowl N 0 Adv
Notes: (a) locati on!">:
Streets and sides or street intersections and corners
(b) Danges:
C=Cracks in ceilings Dr .alls, probably li.iled generally to
gyp SUI or ceaent plaster excepl as indicated in text.
o= Other damages, see lelt.
(c) References:
SB =Star-BUlletin, 28 Jun
Adv = Adv"liser, 29 Jun
At the Bishop KuseUI in Kalihi, stack. in the library were overturned and books were thrown fro. shelves
to the floor elsewhere, artifacls Ind speciteRs in collections and exhibits were lhrown down, glass (of
display cases 1) was broken, a rare Sololon {sllnds bONI and a rare Ha~aiian ilage ~ere shattered, and a 3·1/2
foot statute Ma~ loved b inches in its cise ISB, 28 Junl Adv, 2~ Junl,
~ccording lo the Advertiser (29 Jun):
Kost concentrated da~age to any re5idential area Ma~ reported by residents of Tantalus.
Heavy Nater tanks were moved frol their foundations causing heavy leakage. Afireplace
chi.ney "as cracked, a grand piano Has loved acrOSi a rool t and luch heavy furniture jarred
froD the lIall~,
Canned goods, medicines. dishei, chandeliers, pictures, lirrors, and la.ps lIere broken.
Plulbing was jarred froD its connections in SOle of the older houses and windows dropped out
of thei r fr ales.
Half-ton boulders blocked one private driv~ay.
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No lajor damage was repDrt~ by Oahu's lilitary installations. However, large cracks
Mere evident in the center stairwell of all four floors of the 'Pineapple Pentagon' at Fort
Shafter, and several trophy and display cases were knocked off han9ars on the walls there. A
70-40ot crack larred one .all of a new barracks at Fort Shafter.
According to the Star-Bulletin (Jun 2Bl j Sale joists wers sprung in the headquarters building at Fort Sha4ter.
No da.age wal reported at the airport, but a traffic controller in the control tower was thrown frat his
chair (58, 28 Junl.
In Kai,uki, several sidewalks were reportsd badly cracked IAdv, 29 Junl,
According to the conteaporary rsports, onl .ater pipe was broksn. The Star-Bulletin identified this as a
'3-inch pipe Ilrving about 12 la,ilils in ths "akiki hoee5tsad district' IPapakolea ?). ~acdonald 119731,
apparently familiar only with the brisf notlcs in the BSSA (Anon, 19481 that did not locate the break,
attributld it to a pipe in a Norld War II housing aria north of St, Francis [onvsnt in "anoa Valley. lhere
aay, therefore, have bsen two water-pipe breaks.
Atelephone pole at Kapiolani Blvd. and Curtis St., already weakened by termites, broke , but "al held up
by the wirss. There was a one-hour power outage in Nuuanu /58, 28 Junl. Fears of gaS-lain breaks proved
false, and the only effect of the quake on telephone service was heavy usage imlediately after the Quake (58,
28 Juni Adv, 29 Junl.
Else"hlre on Oahu
8roken windows, cracked foundations, loosened boulders, and water and telephone service interruptions at
scattered locations on the island Nere reported to the police IAdv., 29 Junl,
Alandslide blocked Katehaaeha Highway in Klpapa Gulch, but ths highway was cleared within about three
hours (5B, 28 Junj Adv, 29 Jun). There was anothsr landslide on "oanalua Road at Red Hill IAdv, 29 Junl.
Ashort of the power aain serving the Xoolaupoko subst.tion on the .indN.rd side of the island resulted
in a blue fla§h seen in Honolulu IAdv, zq Junl and cau5sd a 2-hour power outage frOI Kaneohe to Waimanalo (58,
28 Junl.
On other islands
On "olokai, the ftaln Ihock .al reported as a 'sharp telblor •.. felt at 1;41 a.a, 158, 2B Junl, residents
of Kaunakakai describing it as "not as had nor as long" ai a quake that had occurred in 1940.
There were no reports in the newspapers of observation of the earthquake On L.nai Dr ",uij and, by first
reports, it .as not felt on Ha.aii IAdv, 19 Junl. Howevtr, it .as later r.ported, without detail, to have
heen felt in Hilo (Finch, 19481,
Aftershock
The aftershock of 01:51 on 28 June .as reported is "a very slight jar which rattled windows and lasted
perhaps a second' in Honolulu, ~lch ~as the only place .here its observation .as .entioned (58, 28 Janl,
II
ESTI"ATED INTENSITIES OF THE 1948 EARTHUUAKE
AND ASSOCIATED SHOCKS
January foreshock
The rattling of ~indoNs caused by the January foreshock is an efiect characteristic oi earthquakes with
KK intensities of I~. Recause this eifect seelS to have been noted principally if not entirely "in the
upper elevations of the citY"1 the averaqe intensity of the quate in Honolulu was probably near the boundary
between intensities III and IV.
Principal shock
In Honolulu
The a.akening at .any, and perhaps ~ost, oi the risidents of Honolulu by the principal shock suggests an
intensity of KK V, as ~ould the running outdoors of a f~ of thea, and Sale breakage of dishes and sOle
cracking of .indoNs. The reports that lOst of those a.akened ran outdoors, if they could be trusted, Mould
suggest an intensity of VI. The considerable breakage of dishes and glass, the lovedent of heavy furniture,
and the cracking oi a chimney on TantalUS are strongly suggestive of an intensity of VII. as is the e~ten~ive
fall of books, artifacts l and specimens at the Bishop Kuseul, and perhaps the Iall of books at the Supreae
Court library, and the toppling of the air traffic controller at the airport fro! his chair.
Kost of the reported cracking of ceilings and .alls, including that at Tripier Hospital, could be
accounted for by an intensity of VI, but the 70-foot crack in the .all of the new barracks at Fort Shafter,
and particularly the cracking of the reinforced-concrete .alls and roof slab of the Alerican Can Co. in I.ilei
strongly suggest local intensities of at least VII.
It appears that the intensities of the earthquake on Tantalus, which IS a cone of essentially
unconsolidated volcanic cinders, and in the INilei district, wbere there the shalla" subsurface sedilents are
weak, were higher than the intensities experienced generally. Considering overall the reported effects of the
quake in Honolulu, it appears that the intensity of VI estieated for it by furuloto et al~ (1980) cannot be
i.proved on as an average for the city, but that its intensity on Tantalus and Iwilei, and p05sibly in Kalihi
and at Fort Shafter, .as VII.
Else-here on Oahu
Specific intensities of the earthquake at places on Oahu other than Honolulu cannot be estilated because
the eifects of the earthquake reported elseMhere, other than the power-lain short, are not referred to
specific places. It appears, hOMeyer, that ite intensity els~here on the island Mas generally ~ or less.
On oth.r islands
The report that the June 1948 earthquake .as 'not .5 hard' at Kaunakakai, Molokai I as one that had
occurred in 1940 provides little quidance to the estilation of the ~olokai intensity of either quake. A
.agnitude 6 earthquake had occurred on 17 June 1940, but its epicenter was northeast of the northeast coast of
H••aii, and its intensity on "olokai i5 unlikely to have exceeded M" IIj and an earthquake of lesser intensit~
Mould not have been noticed, even during the dayti.e, The report lay perhaps have referred to the January
1938 Kaui earthquake, for which Hollan (1982) has esti.ated an intensity in the Kaunakakai vicinity on the
border batween VI and VII. The lack of reports of '{9nific.nt effects of the 1948 earthquake on "olokai
suggests strongly that it5 intensity on that island was luck less than Vl, and perhaps only about IV.
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Ev!n if th~ 1948 ~arthquake was felt at Hilo , as reported by Finch (1948) I th~ lack of other reports of
its obs!rvatlon on Hawaii sugg~st that its intensity there Mas no gr!at!r than II or perbap! 111.
There it no availabl~ in/orlation frol Mbich to estimate the Intensity of the quake on "aui Dr lanai.
The report that it Ma~ felt at !ev!ral plac~s on Kauai suggests, considering th~ tile of Its occurrence.
an intensity of III or IV on ~hat i~land.
Aftershock
The effects reported for the aftershock occurring about 10 minutes after th! principal shock suggest
that, if the aftershock actually occurr!d, it had an intensity of II in Honolulu.
Th! estimated intensities of the earthquake are suamarized in table 4 in the form of averages and ranges
of uncertainty for various places expressed as values in th! continuous-scal! equival!nt of the "" scale.
Table 4. Estilated average"" intensities II') of the 1948 earthquake
and its foreshock and aftershock
Intensity
Place ---------------.-~----------------
Tantalus and lwilei
Honolulu gRnerally
I/estern Oahu
Kolokai
Hil 0, Hallai i
kauai
Foreshock "ain shock Afhrlhock
17 January 28 June 28 June
19:32 01:41 10:51
---------
-_ ......._---
---------
2.2+/-0.7
3.5+/-1.0 6.0+/-0.7 2.0+/-2.0
5.5-1/-1.0
4.0+/-1.5
2.0+/-1.5
:1.5+/-1.2
o
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INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION AND SOURCE OF THE 1948 £ARTHQUA~E
As noted by FurulOto ~t_~J~. (19801, an epicenter locat~ 'off Gahu" or "under Oa~u" Mould account better
for the relative intensities of the lain shock of 29 June on Oahu and Kolokai than than the suggested
alternative, about 150 liles lor 125 to 250 liles) from the HVO and in the vicinity of Kolokal.
Arelationship between Intensity and t~e cOlbination of magnitude and hypocentral distance based by Cox
/{985) on the results of a study by HONell and Schultz (1975) lay be used, together with the geographic
distribution of intensities of the earthquake esti~ated frol its effects at various olaces, to estl~ate both
the hypocentral location of the earthquake and its lagnitude. The relationship is:
In(l'+0.5) = InIK-l) + 0.877 -0.144 In r - 0.00057 r
where I' = "" intensity in the continuous scale
" = Richter lagnitude
r = lx 2 + h~)'/~ = hypocentral distance, t.
x =epicentral distance, kl
h n focal d~thl km
Intensity distributions calculated on the basis of this relationlhip assuming various D05sible magnitUdes
and local depths for the 1948 eart~quake were superimposed on a lap sho_Ing the intensities estimated frol tne
effects of the earthquake. T~e calculated distribution best fitting the estimated Intensities l shown in
figure lj is based on a Richter lagnitude of 4.8 and an epicenter at 21.2u H, 157.9D WI just offshore fro~
Honolulu, and a focal depth of S ~••
Meither the estilated laqnitude nor the estimated hypocentral location of the 1148 earthQuakp !hould be
a5SUI~ precise. However , a quake Hith a significantly greatPr magnitude sbould ~ave had intensities on
Kauai, "olokai, and Ha~aii considerably greater t~an those estilated frol the effects of the 1948 earthQua~e
and should expectably have been reported felt on Haui and lanai. Aquake with a significantly smaller
lagnitude or significantly greater focal depth should have had an average intensity at Honolulu considerably
less than that esti.ated Irol the effects. It seels fairly certain that the 1948 earthquak~ had a lagnitude
within 0.5 units of that indicated above l a local depth of less than 20 (I, and an epicenter Mithio about 50
kl of t~at indicated above.
Because the intensity 01 the earthquake "as clearly ~igher on Oahu lban on any other Island, and because
the epicenter of the earthquake seels to have been very close to Oahu, the earthquake .ay be referred to
appropriately as the Oahu earthquake of June 1948.
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Figure 3. Calculated intensity distribution, Oahu earthquake of 1948.
THE HYPOTHETICAL DIAMOND HEAD FAULT
Th@ ~pic@nter of the June 1948 earthquake, as eitilated above, falls on the tr~nd of what has b@@n call@d
the Dialond Head fault l a ~ossibl@ fault ~assinq throuqh or close to Oialond H@ad and Koko Head and extending
to the east-northeast (fiqure 41, for br~vity in Mhat follows\ the abbreVIation DHf will be u5ed generally in
referrinq to this possible fault.
The existence of the DHf Mas SU9gest@d oriqinally by Furutoto ~1, (1980) on th@ basis of the
approlilate alignment of th@ ~icenters of seven earthquakes occurrin9 in the period frQI 1902 through 1977,
as indicated in a plot by Estill {19791. Furueoto tt~ {19BJ) recognized that two additional earthquakes
occurring in 1981 quakes had epicenters falling ap~roxilately on the sale line.
Tn@ historic earthquakes that are known to have originated along the OHf\ and others that "ere felt on
Oahu and light hav~ originat@d along the {ault, are listed in Table 5. For the pine earthquakes iss3ciated
with the fault by Furumoto ~~ 11980 and 1983) (those listed in th~ table wit~ identification nutbers), the
epicentral locations, focal depths, and lagnitudes shown were derived fro& those sources. The equivalent oata
for the 1948 earthquak@5 are those d@rived in this study, The epicentral location of th@ August 1956 quake.
Mhose ~ic@nter Mas about 15 k•• south 0' the northeaaterly e~tension of the OHf, and the @~ic~ntral location
and oagnitude of the March 1979 earthquake, Mhose epicenter Mas on the trend of tne DKi about 200 kl
west-southwest af Honolulu\ Mere drawn froe the g~neral study of tbe intensities of historic earthquakes fplt
on Oahu during the period frol 1859 through 1983 (Cox, in ~rpss)t as Mere the verbally descrlb~d epicentral
locations.
Earthquake magnitudes oth@r than those defived fro. the sources indicatio above wer@ estilat~D frol the
Honolulu intensities of the earthquakes using the same forlula used in estieatin9 the .agnitud~ and epic@ntral
location of the principal 1948 earthquak@. In the case of th~ 15 quak@s Ot uncertain origin, the @picent@rs
Nere assuled to be no lore than 175 kl, frOG Honolulu, at the east-northeast li~it shoMn for the fault in
figure 31 and IlXilUI ~ossible magnitudes Mere estimated on that basis.
As Mill be shown (Cox, In 9r~ss a), the record of @arthquak@s fell on Oahu since \859 lay be considered
cDiplete with respect to thos@ of I' =) 4.5 in Honolulu, and thp record since 1910 Idy be considered coaplete
with respett to the quakes of to =) 3.5 in Honolulu. Hence it lay be assuaed that, although table 4 lay Nell
include som~ quakes that did not originate alonq the DHf, it includes all quakes originating along the fault
since 1859 ~hose lagnitudes were 5,3 or greater and all sinc! 1910 .hose magnitudes Nere 3.6 or greater,
Criti9ue of evidenc@s for the existence of the fault
Seisloloqical evidence
Th@ a~proxilate alignment of nine epicenters along the tr~nd of the possible 'ault has little
significance in itself, Of luch greater significance is the concentration ratio r = d1/dAl where dI is tbe
concentration of epicenters falling within the possible fault lone and d~ is the average concentration of
epicenters in tbe vicinity.
To provide for consistency in the data used in th@ calculation of r values l use was tade of EstIll's
(1979) plot of 1961-1977 epicenters in the area frol Oahu to th~ northern part of Hallai i (figure 51, In
estilating dI for the DHf, the fault lone Mli considered 150 kl long and 20 lM vide. The value of dA for the
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Figure 4. The hypothetical Diamond Head fault and epicenters of earthquakes
suggesting its existence.
Table S. Earthquak~s originating or possibly originating along the
hypothetical Dialond Kead fault.
HYlloCl'nbr
----------------_.---
No. Date and tile (6"1) lat. long. h, ka
"
I' x, k. Est."
al b) bl b) bl c) dl e)
-~------~-----~----
1869 Jan 19 04:01 N£ Oahu vic. 2.8 ={175 :{4.0
1995 Dec 9 09:35 Oahu vic. 5.0 2(125 "'(6.3
1895 Dec 9 13137 Oahu vic. 1.5 :( 175 =<VJ
1919 J4Il 29 03:23 II Ilolokai vic. 2.5 "<175 =<3.9
1923 Dec 26 05: 16 Oahu-lanai-Ilolokai vic. 4.0 11<175 ={5.3
1925 Jul 30 07:49 Oahu vic. 2.5 =(175 =<1.9
1934 Sep 6 05105 Oahu vic. 3.5 ={17S ={4.8
1936 Ilay 12 04:15 Oahu vic. 1.3 "(175 :(2.7
1936 Aug 16 18:08 Oahu vic. 1.a =( 175 ;(3.2
1939 lIay 14 02:02 Oahu vic. 1.3 =(175 :<2.7
1948 Jan 18 05:32 2L2? 157.9? 3.5 15 3.6
1948 Jun 28 1I: 41 21.2 157.9 (5) 14.8) 6.0 15
1948 JUfl 28 11:51 21.2? 157.9? 2.0 15 2.6
1951 Dec 12 23: 18 Dialond Kd.-Koko Kd. 2.0 10 2.6
1951 Dec 12 23:21 Dialond Kd,-Koko Hd. 2.0 10 2.6
1952 Dec 8 ? Oahu vic. l.B ={175 =<3.2
1955 Nov 23 06:43 NE Oahu vic. 1.5 :( 50 "{2.5
1956 Feb 19 03:04 SE Oahu vic. 1.8 :It; 5G D(2.7
1956 Aug 7 17:05 2l.2 157.4 24 3.0 3.7
549 1962 Itar 18 00:33 21. 27 157.72 39 3.7
647 1962 Jun 11 08: 11 21.63 156.50 16 3.4
2749 1968 Ilar 31 10:56 21.50 156.90 13 4.0
3107 1969 Ilay 28 02138 21. 20 157.70 3J ?
3H6 1969 Oct 7 14:20 21.32 157.10 5 3.1
1976 Jan 15 20:00 SE Oahu vic. 2.8 =( 50 :{J.I
1976 Jan 22 ? Sf Oahu vic. 3.B :( 50 =(4.2
11160 1977 Sep 5 19:40 21.38 157.50 5 4.1
11167 1977 Oct 10 09:25 21.50 157.10 5 J.t
1979 Ilar 29 09107 20.6 158,8 5.5 4.0
F6 1981 Ilar 5 14110 21.42 156.77 to 5.0 5.0
f7 1981 liar 6 02:44 21.67 150.62 10 4.0 2.0
Notes: a) Identi fi cati on nUlbers in FurulDto et al. (1980) and
FUfUlLotO et al. (1983).
bl Epic~ntral locations indicat~ by geodetic coordinates,
focal depths (hI, and Richter lagnitudes 1"1 are as
listed by Furuliloto et al. (19831 except in the case of
~he 1948 quakes for which the data are froe this study.
cl Honolulu intensities <I') as e5tllated in this study or
in Cox (i n pre5li),
dl Estilated epicentral distanc8S frol Honolulu.
el "agnitudes estimated froll Honolulu intensities and
~itentral distances.
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Figure 5. Epicentral distribution ratios for conceivable fault zones in
the Oahu - Molokai - Lanai area.
o
vicinity was th! concentration within a circle having the sile center al the zone and twice its area. Th!
conclntration ratio for th! DHf calculated frol these values, r = 1.B is significantly greater than one.
However, Estill's plot suggests that there were other zones in which ther! are !picentral conc!ntration ratios
that are as high or higher. To Figur! 5 have been add!d lines representingl
al the axes of thr!e zones Mhose dilensions w!re assumed identical to those described above for the DHf,
each of .hich contain!d one or two of thl epicent!rs in th! DHf zone. for .hich concentration ratios betNetn
1.4 and 2.7 Mere calculat!d;
bl the axes of two zonei Mith idenlical di.ensiong south.est of Lanai, for khich concentration ratios of
1.6 and 2.3 Mere calculated; and
c) the axes of two additional zones for which th! ditensions and the radii of the treaS in the vicinity
Mtre considered 50 percent larger. For one of theie, designated by furuloto~ (1980) as the "olokai
fault zone l the calculal!d ratio is 1.3. For th! other, a zon! inclUding lost of "aui and "olokai and a part
of Lanai, the calculat!d ratio is 1.9.
The preferential orientation of !picent!rs in the OMf zone has thus been found no greater than the
preferential orientation of epicenters in other linear zones with cOlparable dilenslonl in the region.
In considering the iaplications of the preferential orientation of epicenters in any such zones. it is
recognized that there .ay easily bl 20-kl errors in the determination of the epicenters. Among various
epicentral locations reported for the earthquake of 5 Septelber 1977, for exaeple, there are ranges of 0.30 in
both latitude and longitude. Errors in epicentral location should, hOMever, be expected to result in
reduction rather than enhancement of apparent epicentral concentration ratios.
Oth!r geophysical, geological,
and bathy.etric evidence
In the context of their discussion of the DHf, FurUJoto et al. 119BOl introduced a lap sho.ing .agnetic
anolaly traces. volcanic rift zonea, and a feM fault5 or suspected faults based on another coapilation by
Estill t1979l. E~cept for th! correction of an error in the d!signation of one Ot the parall~ls of latitude,
this lap is rt9roduced in figure b.
The fault shoNn south.elt of lanai In figure 6 corresponds to the zone zone shown in figure 5 for which r
• 1.6; and the lone identified in figure S as th! Kolokai seislic zone repr!sents a westward extension of the
"olokai fractur~ zone shoMn in figure 6. Dtherwise there i~ no correspondence bet.een the lin!al!nts shoMn in
Figures Sand 6j and there is in figure 6 no indication of the existence of the DHf.
The lajor rift zones of the Koolau and Naianae volcanoes of Oahu are not shoNn in figur~ 6, but these
rift lanes ar! orient!d northwest-southeast. Both Dialond Held and Koko Head lie on subsidiary, geologically
late , rift zones of thl Koolau volcano, but th!5e rifts strike north-northeast. not east-northeast, and hence
intersect the DHf.
If there had been recent activity on the part of the DHf between Diamond Head and Koko Head, as iuggested
by the estilat~d epicentral locations of the 1951 earthquakes, or in the vicinity of thes! cones as suggested
by their bracketing between the epicenters of the 1961-1981 quakes and the liti.ated epicenters of the 1948
quakes, or !ven if th!re had been actiVity on this part of th! fault since the for.ation of Diaaond Head and
Koko Head, evid~nce5 of the activity should be seen in the fora of discocations of the tuff beds of the con~5
along line5 appro~ilately parallel to the general trend of th! DHf. Th!re are nD such evidences either in the
cones thelSelves or in parts of Oahu to the nDrth of thea. The lack of such evidence does not prove, of
course, that the DHf daiS not exist and has not been recently active if it does not actually crOl5 a land
area.
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Figure 6. Geological and geophysical lineaments in the Hawaiian area.
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Figure 7. Bathymetry of the Oahu - Maui area.
Reproduc!d in figure 7 is a portion of Def!ns! Kapping ~!nty chart 19009 on Mhich the line of the DHf
has been luperiopoled. It will be noted that the orientation of th9 d!!per part of the KaiMi Channel (that
~ith depths great!r than 300 fathols) differs from the strike of the DHf by less than tOO. However, the &xIs
of the channel is about 10 kg south of the we~terly part of the DHf, and there are no bathYletric lineaeents
corresponding to the easterly part of the DHf.
Sueeary
In sum.ary. th! e~istence of the OiaQond Head fault , although suggest!d by the approxilate alignlent of
the epicenters of several earthquak!s, cannot be deeonstrated conclusiv!ly by the cQlbinatlon of
seislological, other geophysical, g!ological and bathyaetric evidence.
Frequency distributions of earthquakes
originating along the possible fault
frequency diltrlbution of magnitudes
As has long be!n recognized (Gutenberg and Richter, 1949), regional frequency distributions of earthquak!
.aqnitudes have the !xponential form:
(lal
.here " • magnitude
F" =exceedenc! frequency of cagnitude K
or, as lore coelonly expressedj
c
lib)
Mhere a" = .'"/log e
b"· b'"/log e
Values of the intercept coefficients, a" and a'" vary greatly frol r~ion to region, but the slope
coefficients, b" and b'K ar! approximate gen!ral constants. For the averag! of b", the value 1.0 il c08lonly
usedj the value 0.9 is suggested by the work of Sutenberg and Richter (1949) and used by Culver et al (1975)1
and th! value 0.95 has been d!riv!d by Shi and Dolt (1982). Equivalent values of b'" are 2.3, 2.1, and 2.0,
respectiv!ly.
The 2O-ytar period froe 1962 through 1981 is too short, too f!w earthquakes otturred during it along the
DHf, and the aagnitude range of those earthquak!s is too lilited, for the record oi that p!riod to ,erve as a
reliable basis for the frequency distribution of the lagnitudfl of nHf quakes even if their temporal
distribution were strictly randol. It is, in addition uncertain ~ether the th! two 1976 quakes listed in
table 5 ariginattd along the DHf, and, if 50, .hat their magnitudes were,
There are even lor! unc!rtainties in the Cai! of longer-period records that aay be drawn froa Table S.
However, aaxilUl and ainimul exceedeflce frequ!ncies have been calculated for the magnitudes of ~h! quakes
occurring during three periods of recordl i) the 12S-year period of record frol 1859 through 1983; the
74-~ear period Df record frol 1910 through 1983j and the 20-y!ar period of record frol 1962 through 1981.
The quakes of !ach period were listed in order of decrealing magnitude in two sets of tables. One set
included only those quakes knoMn to have originated along the DHf line; th! other included, in addition, those
quakes that light have originated along tbat line whose lagnitudes equalled or exceeded the cutoff values of
24
5.3 for the 125-year pfriod of r@cord and J.~ for the other three periods of record. Average Ixceed@nce
frequ~cie& ~ere calculated for each Quake in each table a6 f K ./TR, vhere I ~ serial nueber of quak@ in the
table, T~ ~ duration of period of record,
The r@sults are plotted in figure e, Apoint representing a cOlbination of magnitude and frequency
app@aring in a table of the first set alone is shOMn in the figure as representing a .ini~ul possibll value
because it cannot be certain that the records of that set includ@ all quakes with that combination occurring
during the respective period, Apoint representing a cOlbination appearing in a table of the second set alone
is shown in the figure as representing a .arlaum possible value because the tables of that set include quakes
that lay not have originated on the DHf, Apoint representing a cotbination appearing in both of the tables
for a period is shown without designatioR as repres~ting a minimum possible or Baxilul possible value.
The straiqht line shOMn on the fiqure is that with the slope b~ ~ 2. I fitted by eye to the points
representing the quakes the quakes with ••gnitudes of 4 Dr less. The value of a" for the line plotted is b.2
The point least well fit by the line is that representing the magnitude ~,O quake of 1981 plotted at the
frequency sugglsted by the occurrence of that quake during the 20-year plriod, 0.5 per year. Aline .ith the
sale Ilope passing through that point would, however I suggest exceedence frequ@ncies for .agnitudrs of 4,2 or
less that are considerably qreater than the possible ta~il' indicated by the 20-year record or even the
74-year record. The distribution for the 20-year record would be fit best by a line with a slope coefficient
of 1,2 or 1.3.
It is possible that the difflfence between the distribution suggested by the 20-year record and that
suggelted by the longer-period records light be accounted for by seismic-gap theory, according to Mhich the
teaporal distribution of the earthquake~ Mith the largest lagnitude characteristic of a region is not randal
but qUlii·periodic, It is seels that the occurrence of one of these larqest quakes i! preceded by a plriod of
increasing frequency for quakes of lesser magnitude and follo.ed by a period during which the frequency of
such quakes tapers off again. With this te-,oral distribution. th, frequency distribution suggested by the
record of a period considerably ihorter than the recurrence 'period" of thie largest qUlkp5 eight be:
il linear, ai in the cale of equation II, but Mith a larger value of aM than that suqg~ted by a
very-long-period record if the short period included one of the largest .agnitude quakei, but ~ith a slaller
value of 4ft other.isej or
iiI curvelinear, .ith slaller values 0' b~ associated Mith the higher magnitudes than the constant value
luqgested by a very-long-period if the short period included one of the largest magnitUde Quake., but .ith
larger values of b" associated Mith the higher I.qnitudes other.ise,
With the second possibility, the IIal1 value of b" 5uggested by thke 20-year record Bight be accoundted
for by the quasi-periodicity of oaqnitude 5 quakes on the LDHf and the occurrence of the 1981 Quake of that
.agnltude during the 20-year period. The recurrenci 'period" for .agnitude 5 quakes suggeited by the
longer-period records is about ~2 yearSj at present (in 19861 only 5 years have Ilapsed lince the occurrence
of one of those quakes on the DHfl and, hence, with respect to quakes of that lagnitudl there is at present no
leiseic gap on the DHf.
Th. frequency distribution provides no evidence for or against the erlltence of a seismic gap .ith
respect to quakes of higher .agnitude.
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Figure 8. Frequency distribution of magnitudes of earthquakes
originating along the hypothetical Diamond Head fault.
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Frequency distribution of
Honolulu intenlities
£Wcledence frequencies the average Honolulu intentitie. of the earthquake. originating or possibly
originating along the DHf calculated in the SiAe May al the exeledence frequencies of their eagnitudes, are
plotted in figure 9 assuming cDipleteneas of the 12S-year record .ith respect to intensities (I') of 4.5 or
greater and the Ihort.r-period rICards with respect to intensitils of 3.5 or greater,
In the general study of the earthquakes felt on Dahu, Cox (in press al finds that the frequency
distribution of their Honolulu intensities could be fit Will by either a distribution of exponential fori,
such as Mould plot as a straight line on seli~log paper such as that used in figure 9, or one of pOMer-l.w
fora. which would plot as a straigt line on log-log paper. In the case of the di~tribution of exponential
fore, ••pressed all
21
he found for the 'lope co.fficient the value bl , =1.38. Cox lin press b) showl that frequency distributIons
of place-specific intensities generally Ihould be fit ~ell by either of the two fores, that the slope. of the
distribution of either fora at differtnt placIs should be ,i.ilar, and that the slope for the distribution of
exponential for. should be about 1.33.
Tnt Itraight line shOMO, is that which, ~ith a slope bl , • 1.38, seeeed best fit by eye to the
distribution. The Int,rcept, intercept aI' ~ 2.8. The point lealt well fit il aqain that representing the
lagnitudt 5.0 qUlk. of 1981, .nich had a Honolulu intensity 0+ 5.0, plotted _ith the linilum frequency of 0.5
per year 5uQge,ted by the 20-year record. Aline ~ith a flatter Ilope Nould fit the distribution sOleNhat
better, but neither the gentral ilproVllent nor the fit to th, point reprelentinq the 1991 quake Mould be
significant.
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earthquakes originating along the hypothetical
Diamond Head fault.
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